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Appendix 1  
Niche mechanisms and spatial scales: life history tradeoffs and example plant traits 
Niche mechanisms requiring spatial variation in the environment can involve tradeoffs between 

different life history components like those between species’ ability to outcompete other species for 

a limiting resource in a suboptimal environment and their ability to colonize or quickly make use of 

newly available resources. Models falling into that category include the forest-architecture 

hypothesis (Kohyama 1993), the successional niche (Pacala and Rees 1998), the competition-

colonization tradeoff (Tilman 1994), the dominance–discovery tradeoff (Adler et al. 2007), and the 

tolerance–fecundity tradeoff (Muller-Landau 2010). At a small scale, there will be filtering for 

species best able to colonize or make use of resources given the age or stress level of the patches 

encompassed, i.e. for species at a particular positioning on the life history tradeoff axis. At a large 

scale, there should be trait patterning associated with niche differentiation, since there will be some 

limit to the similarity in species’ positioning along the tradeoff axis required for robust stable 

coexistence (Fig. 5). 

The scale at which a given trait should display signs of niche differentiation relates to the 

scale of the niche mechanism at play. For example, leaf economics traits such as specific leaf area 

(SLA) can plausibly contribute to stable coexistence through stand dynamics. Low SLA indicates 

investment in slow growth and long-lived leaves, suggesting a climax strategy where the plant 

endures in shaded areas, whereas high SLA reflects fast growth and short-lived leaves, indicative of 

a pioneer strategy where the plant grows fast when the opportunity arises such as in gaps in the 

canopy (Wright et al. 2004). Hence variation in SLA values might lead to coexistence in a forest 

composed of a patchwork of stands in different stages of the successional cycle. One would thus 

expect to see niche related patterning in SLA across stands of different successional stages, and not 

within a stand or among neighbors, where filtering would predominate (though the existing 

evidence is ambivalent, Cavender-Bares et al. 2004). 

In contrast, a trait like root profile may show niche-related patterning at the smallest scales. 

For instance, root systems may segregate to obtain water and nutrients from different soil depths (de 

Kroon et al. 2003). Changes in rooting strategies in response to the presence of other species have 
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been documented, although the evidence for overdispersion in root profiles at the neighborhood 

scales is limited and contradictory, indicating additional processes such as facilitation and species-

specific interactions beyond resource depletion (Schenk 2006). Traits associated with Janzen–

Connell effects can also exhibit niche-related patterning at small spatial scales (Sedio and Ostling 

2013). Some authors measured strong negative effects of conspecific seedling and adult densities on 

growth and survival of seedlings at small scales, dropping to background levels within just a few 

meters’ distance (Hubbell et al. 2001). Such short-scale ranges raise questions about the actual role 

to coexistence and the maintenance of diversity at larger scales, although it has been shown to have 

an influence on patterns of relative abundance (Comita et al. 2010).  

 

 

Appendix 2 
Existing research on the role of intraspecific variation to coexistence  
The impact of intraspecific variation on trait dispersion starts with its impact on coexistence. 

Bolnick et al. (2011) suggest that intraspecific variation should be considered in understanding the 

outcome of species interactions whenever the strength of those interactions depends non-linearly on 

traits, because in that case the average interaction strength will differ from the interaction strength 

estimated from the mean trait value. Figure 5 in the main text shows that intraspecific variation has 

the potential to either increase or decrease interspecific competition, which suggests intraspecific 

variation may sometimes enhance coexistence and sometimes make it less likely. Indeed, existing 

work suggests intraspecific variation affects coexistence both ways. 

A few experiments have been made to find correlations between interspecific variation 

(either in the form of genotypic diversity or trait variation) and coexistence (measured through 

species richness or community invasibility), with results ranging from positive (Booth and Grime 

2003, Lankau and Strauss 2007) to non-significant (Weltzin et al. 2003) to negative (Crutsinger et 

al. 2008). As an example of the latter, Crutsinger et al. (2008) found that a plant community 

comprised of phenotypically diverse species was more resistant to invasion, thus restricting the 

number of species a community can support. 

A variety of theoretical hypotheses and models of the impact of intraspecific variation on 

coexistence have also been offered, mostly suggesting that intraspecific variation should promote 

coexistence. For example, Aarssen (1983) proposed that it can reduce extinction risk by allowing 

for tolerance to spatially or temporally varying local conditions. Vellend (2006) verified this in a 

Lotka–Volterra model where within-species genotypic diversity promotes coexistence by allowing 

species to span multiple viable niches and giving them flexibility to respond to selection by 

converging or diverging from competitors. Yamauchi and Miki (2009) further explored Vellend’s 
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model with the introduction of genetic flow between phenotypes, sexual inheritance of traits, and 

environmental stochasticity, and reported mixed effects of intraspecific variation on species 

diversity in simulation outcomes depending on the scenario tested. (It should be noted that the case 

where the facilitation of coexistence is most strongly observed, when environmental fluctuations 

correlate with niche positions, in effect harbors additional niche dimensions along which the species 

are differentiated.)  

From the standpoint of Chesson’s framework, by bringing species together in trait space, 

intraspecific variation may in effect reduce fitness differences between species and hence decrease 

the amount of stabilization required for coexistence (Chesson and Rees 2007). This could also slow 

down competitive exclusion, although Lichstein et al. (2007) argue that this effect on the speed of 

the dynamics would have little impact on observed diversity in real systems. Lichstein et al. (2007) 

concluded for a model with intraspecific variation in seed quality that such variation enables 

coexistence only when there is a tradeoff between species means and variances. How common such 

a tradeoff might be is unknown. 

Other processes have also been proposed. If an intransitive loop (i.e. a “rock–paper–

scissors” competitive hierarchy) occurs between the different phenotypes of a species and 

individuals from another species, then both species can persist without one species completely 

dominating the other (Lankau and Strauss 2007). Finally, rather than being a direct agent of 

coexistence, intraspecific variation could be associated with high niche-dimensionality, which in 

turn is an agent of stable coexistence. Clark et al. (2007) provides an example of this. 
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